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INTRODUCTION
1.The FREEMOON FINANCE Ecosystem

Designed to solve the problems of most deflationary tokens. The future is behind the cryptocurrency, but the fashion
now for Ddeflationary tokens is killing people's faith in cryptocurrency since a HYIP project is essentially fraud. And as the
saying goes, whoever went in and out first won, and many people are afraid to invest in cryptocurrency.
The FREEMOON investment and trading system will help solve not only the existing problems in the field of financial and
technical solutions in the blockchain but also allow its participants to earn very good money FREEMOON FINANCE is an
ecosystem that includes a token as a share that will continue to rise in price.

By purchasing a token, you have a number of advantages
Your own trader in the form of a bot. You don't need to configure anything. Our bot will trade millions

The ability to transfer cryptocurrency between blockchains
Your own investment portfolio from sources of profit
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The FREEMOON financial system has a number of advantages over deflationary
projects and solves the problems of blockchain systems
Our entire liquidity pool is blocked for 4 years
We have successfully passed the certification and received a one-off from solidity.finance no
errors no holes and leaks
Aсcording to our plan, we will buy our own token through exchanges and burn it
Inability to pay from one blockchain to transfer cryptocurrency to another blockchain
With the help of trade robots, we will trade mainly our own coin on our own exchange and
spend 20% of the profit of buying our own coin and burning it. By artificialy making its
quantity less, we will inevitably icrease its value
You don't need to add coins to different wallets. In order to exchange coins from
blockchains, it is enough to use our swap. You can also add a liquidity pool in our system and
store different pairs from different blockchains
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2.FREEMOON FINANCE ecosystem

FREEMOON Swap Trading Bot
Limit Orders
Buy/sell tokens automatically at set prices. No need for you to sit and watch the charts
Dex Aggregator
Buy and sell tokens using the best price among various dexes
Sniper
Set a buy order right after a token's listing. Buy before non-bot buyers
Trail Stop
Trailing stop is an option that allows to move the execution price of a limit order by a specified number of
points in order to maximize profit
Strategies
Automatically buy & sell tokens at set % changes. Accumulate tokens and profit while the chart ranges.
Available Martingale averaging strategy.
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Specially created nodes allow us to work directly with the blockchain without intermediaries, which
reduces the cost and speeds up transactions

MultiChart
You no longer need to search by
various dex for the best prices
Our system will constantly
monitor decentralized exchanges
to provide you the best price.
On different services, prices can
vary greatly, which you can use for
your own purposes.

Swap Robot

MultiSwap

Robot of our own design with
fine tuning.
Connected directly to the
blockchain.
It will be the best tool for
earning experienced investors
Instant response to price
fluctuations
Our robot will be a guarantee
of universal crypto security!

Creation of tokens and liquidity,
staking and instant exchanges
Our multi-swap with anti-dump
system will allow developers to
receive investments from reliable
investors, and the anti-scam
system will attract a huge number
of investors who will not be afraid
to invest in new projects.
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How the application works and its functionality
With our swap, you can swap coins across blockchains. And also earn interest and stake the coins of these blockchains.
Swap is a non-custodial cryptocurrency exchanger that sits inside a Blockchain wallet. Swap allows users to quickly and easily
exchange one cryptocurrency for another, without having to Use fiat money as an intermediary, and without having to leave
your Blockchain wallet at all. Thanks to Swap, you can quickly make exchanges between BTC, ETH, BCH, XLM, BNB and USDT.
Fully integrated into our non-custodial wallet, Swap allows users to exchange assets on the blockchain while maintaining full
control over private keys. With our system you Can multi-swap.
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3.Economic
For the use of our developments, a tax of
0.25% (BNB) will be charged on each swap

from FREEMOON products automatically goes to
redeem the coin and send it to the burning wallet

0.05% (BNB
Buy back wallet
With each new development of our
programs, the popularity of the coin will
increase, and its circulating supply will
constantly decrease. There is now a
circulating supply of 484 trillion coins.
And they started with 1000 trillion coins

All transactions presented in the
diagram are controlled by a smart
contract and are performed
automatically with each swap.

All links and proofs will be on our website
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Cryptocurrency capitalization $ 2-4 trillion
Our project has a clear goal. Our goal is to make money from trading
cryptocurrency pairs. The total cryptocurrency
capitalization is roughly $ 3 trillion. This is a very large market with
great earning opportunities.

39.7

Crypto currency trading volumes
reach $40 trillion .
Our company offers you
oportunities and tools to get your
piece of it
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4.Road map
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5.Denial of responsibility
This White Paper is for informational purposes only. FREEMOON FINANCE does
not guarantee the accuracy or conclusions drawn in this technical document, this
technical document is presented "as is." FREEMOON FINANCE does not make and
expressly disclaims all representations and warranties, express, implied, statutory
or otherwise, including, but not limited to, warranty of merchantability, suitability
for a particular purpose, suitability of use, right of ownership or non-infringement
of rights, that the contents of this official document do not contain errors such
content does not violate the rights of third parties.

FREEMOON FINANCE affiliates shall not be liable for damages of any kind arising
from the use, reference or credibility of this technical document or any content
contained therein, even if the possibility of such damages has been reported. In
no event shall FREEMOON FINANCE or its affiliates be liable to any person, person
or entity. For any damage, loss, liability, cost or expense of any kind, whether
direct or indirect compensatory, incidental, in fact, exemplary, punitive or special.
For the use of the reference, or confidence in this technical document, or in any
content contained in it, including, but not limited to, any loss of business, income,
profit, data, use of business reputation, or other nonmaterial losse

